
Navigate360 P3, Filter & Detect 

How You Can Keep Your Students & Staff Safe with a Holistic Suite 
of Technology Solutions

The world is changing, and school leaders must find ways 
to identify harmful acts at a digital speed – before they 
negatively impact their staff, students and community. 
Scanning language across a vast digital landscape is a 
daunting task, but powerful technological tools can make 
it manageable. From scanning of public and school-owned 
media to web filtering and anonymous tiplines that empower 
communities to speak up when they are concerned, 
Navigate360’s suite of solutions provides around the clock 
scanning to flag everything from suicide and violence to 
mental health, bullying and harassment to help you find 
at-risk students and get them the support they need. 

Navigate360 Detect Digital Scanning provides districts with powerful 
artificial intelligence and machine learning to detect harm language and 
intent across public and school-owned digital media. Our software scans 
and assesses content in near-real time, automatically notifying school 
administrators with alerts to support student wellness and prevent harm

By the Numbers
Throughout the 2021-2022 
school year Detect Digital 
Scanning identified harm 
language 33,888 times.

Self-harm 
4,458 

Bullying or 
Harassment 

14,873 

Violence 
Against 
Others 
13,174 

Firearms or 
Weapons 

1,383

It would have taken a person  
6,475,338 hours to scan the 
amount of digital media Detect 
Digital Scanning was able to 
monitor in just 8,736 hours. School 
employees would have had to work 
for 17,789 hours per day to keep up 
with this powerful AI technology. 

DETECT DIGITAL SCANNING

FILTER

Utilizing advanced AI and machine learning, Navigate360 Filter draws 
on the most single comprehensive database of harmful content 
to provide content filtering and digital monitoring tools for school 
networks and school-issued devices, no matter where a student 
is. Filter uses real-time analysis, filtering and blocking that can be 
deployed on-site or by cloud. With completely customizable policies 
and reports, each district can build focused protection around specific 
users, groups, applications and times of day.  

Filter is now included with Detect at no additional cost. Combine these powerful 
tools to create the most comprehensive, all-encompassing solution for your school’s 
digital safety.

20 years of web indexing built upon 47 languages supported for categorization

3 billion URLs categorized to date 150 million URLs categorized every day

(330) 661-0106 info@navigate360.com 

3900 Kinross Lakes Pkwy, 2nd Floor, Richfield, OH 44286

Connect with a Navigate360 solution expert. Navigate360.com

By the Numbers
Students are online now more than ever, and it’s up to schools to make sure they are protecting 
them from possibly harmful content. Filter equips districts to safeguard their school community 
by scanning the web for education-specific categories including hate speech, weapons, 
cyberbullying and substance abuse.

Navigate360’s P3 Anonymous Tip Reporting serves as a forum for 
collaboration and accountability between school administrators, peace 
officers and mental health professionals to ensure every student’s needs 
are met. Our technology also powers well-known national and state-
level tip lines such as Sandy Hook Promise’s Say Something program 
and Safe2Tell Colorado. As the leading anonymous reporting tool, our 
software empowers students, teachers and individuals to proactively 
share information about safety, bullying, self-harm and violence.

P3 ANONYMOUS TIP REPORTING
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By the Numbers
In the 2021-2022 school year, Navigate360 P3 Anonymous Tip Reporting received 100,328 tips – 
an average of almost one per minute. 

Whole-child safety requires more than point solutions – it takes a holistic approach that includes 
the entire school community. 

To keep your students safe in a digital world, you need a comprehensive set of tools. Delivering on 
our better together commitment, we are setting the new standard for K-12 safety and wellness by 
offering solutions that create a complete culture of safety. Contact us today to learn more about 
how our owned-media scanning, web monitoring and anonymous tips management can keep your 
students and staff safe.

Navigate360’s P3 Anonymous Tip Reporting is trusted by more than 30,000 schools nationwide 
to manage reports of potential danger and get at risk students the help they need. 


